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Rousseau would form a body in which were represented the hearts of all it s a beautiful idea but from the point of view of function from the organizational point of view
if we compare society with a single human being this would mean that the heart has cells throughout the social body all body tissue if we see all humanity as a single
human being
Rousseau saw the law as the expression of the general will as the representative expression of what people want but the will of the people is not necessarily the most
ethical and most beneficial or equitable or more just and the law is to bring order to reign justice at least
According to rousseauu0301s conception the brain is only a servant of the heart which is the sovereign as a collector of the will the desires that are in the hearts of all
citizens
But wishes are not always those who govern us because we have the discernment the president who is the real boss
For example a man may have a desire to have a boat because you he can go fishing with it he can stroll to the family on weekends he can go on vacation in it and
wishes to have a boat that s in the heart but the rational mind is the assistant to the president discernment makes calculations see the price of the ship that would be
fine then see the item of income of the parent and items of household expenditure and concludes with not enough to buy the boat without seriously impairing other
basic needs of the family and the education of children that the president discernment helped by the rational mind that is the assistant money decides not please the
heart desires that are enjoying the benefits of having a ship to go fishing and ride
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